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Sydney Schmidt  23.76
Katie Taylor   23.80
Lauren Havertape  23.84
Ashleigh Houlette  24.09
Maddie Webb  24.21
100 Free
Katie Taylor   51.53
Piper Carroll   52.20
Sydney Schmidt  52.22
Natalia Verastegui  52.44
Ashleigh Houlette  52.89
200 Free
Katie Taylor   1:49.48
Kylie Engstrom  1:52.16
Jordan McCullough 1:53.12
Natalie Verastegui  1:53.82
Rachelle Houlette  1:53.99
500 Free
Kylie Engstrom  4:54.70
Jordan McCullough 5:01.17
Sarah Walpole  5:04.46
Anika Lillegard-Bouton 5:06.48
Grace Considine  5:07.48
1000 Free
Kylie Engstrom  10:17.21
Sarah Walpole  10:34.72
Anika Lillegard-Bouton 10:37.06
Lauren Vilims  10:38.44
Jordan McCullough 10:57.76
1650 Free
Kylie Engstrom  17:08.35
Anika Lillegard-Bouton 17:32.95
Sarah Walpole  17:34.93
Lauren Vilims  17:37.39
Grace Considine  18:04.87
100 Back
Katie Taylor   54.08
Helena Heuberger  55.03
Payton Hall   56.27
Piper Carroll   58.75
Jordan McCullough 58.83
200 Back
Katie Taylor   1:56.72
Helena Heuberger  2:02.14
Payton Hall   2:03.18
Jordan McCullough 2:03.23
Emma Baertlein  2:13.05
100 Fly
Sydney Schmidt  55.92
Katie Taylor   56.66
Casey Summers  57.43
Lauren Havertape  57.48
Emma Baertlein  58.29
200 Fly
Rachelle Houlette  2:08.75
Sydney Schmidt  2:09.29
Emma Baertlein  2:10.61
Anika Lillegard-Bouton  2:11.33
Sarah Walpole  2:13.39
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Moriah Ross   1:02.12
Mia Savicevic   1:03.16
Lauren Havertape  1:03.82
Katie Taylor   1:06.06
Rachel Studer   1:07.05
200 Breast
Moriah Ross   2:14.23
Mia Savicevic   2:17.33
Oliva Crouse   2:25.23
Alivia Soares   2:26.08
Rachel Studer   2:28.07
200 IM
Katie Taylor    2:00.55
Moriah Ross   2:02.99
Mia Savicevic   2:07.70
Payton Hall   2:08.43
Rachelle Houlette  2:09.85
400 IM
Katie Taylor   4:19.75
Kylie Engstrom  4:31.00
Alivia Soares   4:36.22
Rachel Studer   4:38.41
Rachelle Houlette  4:40.75
